1. Introduction* It is our objective to estimate the relative sizes of the solutions of two nonoscillatory differential equations It is well-known that (1) has a unique, principal, solution y Q with the property that for any linearly independent, nonprincipal, solution y, limy o (x)ly(x) = 0 as a -^w, If ^ is nonnegative, then y Q may be taken to be positive and decreasing and there is a nonprincipal solution which is positive and increasing [3, p. 355] .
Our first task will be to obtain a lower bound for such a nonprincipal solution and an upper bound for the principal solution. We shall actually do this in § § 2 and 3 for the more general equation (3 ) y" + 2ry' -q 2 y = 0 .
Here r and q are required only to be real-valued and locally integrable. Note, however, from the form of (3) for x ;> x 0 . The case F{x) = ex of this result was discussed in [4] .
For sufficiently smooth r and q satisfying appropriate conditions, asymptotic formulae have been given for the solutions of (3) . (See, for instance, [1, p. 120] .) Our estimates, however, require no assumptions on r and q beyond local integrability and are thus available when the asymptotic formulae are not. One such application, to the deficiency index theory of powers of formally symmetric nonoscillatory expressions, is given in [5] where it is shown for M(y) -
1/2 and all x in a set of infinite measure, then M j is limit-point for j = 1, 2, , n. Here we apply these estimates in a different direction. It is essentially a form of Sturm's comparison theorem that each pair of eventually positive nonprincipal solutions y and z of (1) and (2) respectively satisfies z'/z ^ y'/y on some interval [a, °°) and that the eventually positive principal solutions y 0 and z 0 satisfy ZQ/Z 0 ŷ Ό/y Q on [α, oo) [3, p. 359 Note that
Jo w is positive since y is increasing and satisfies the Riccati equation
From Schwarz's inequality and (5),
We shall complete the proof by showing that log (w(x)/w(0)f(x)) w/f dt off a set of finite measure. Fix c < 1 0 and set 6 = (1 -c 2 )/c 2 . Let E c denote the set of all x for which
Recalling the definitions of b and w,
For x$E e we have from (6) that
The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 now follows by solving this inequality w/fdt and substituting the result into (4).
0
It should be noted that the exceptional sets E e can be unbounded and of positive measure for each c > 0. An example with r -0 for which this occurs is given in [4] .
From the basic estimate we can now quickly obtain a lower bound for nonprincipal solutions of (3) (3),
for all x greater than some x 0 .
Proof. Choose δ > 0 and x t so that the expression in (7) is greater than 1 + δ for x ^ x t . Choose c < 1 so that c 2 (l + δ) = 1 + δ' > 1. Let E c be as in Theorem 2.1. Then for x greater than x ι and not
The last inequality follows from the Mean Value Theorem and the choice of δ. This completes the proof.
In particular we have the following criterion for exponential growth. COROLLARY 
Let r and q be as in Theorem
then for any increasing solution y of (3),
for all x greater than some x 0 . It is clear from the constant coefficient case that the exponent is the best possible.
3* An upper bound for the principal solution* We now take up the problem of finding an upper bound for the principal solution of (3). Our method will be slightly different than in the previous section; instead of deriving a general inequality like Theorem 2.1 we shall proceed directly to an analog of Theorem 2.2. However the proof, in part, is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. It is convenient to begin with a lemma. veL^O, oo). Let E be a set of finite measure such that for all x in the complement, D, of E, the hypothesis of the lemma holds and also 
For this inequality and (8) we have that
for all a? ^ α^. Thus from (10) we obtain that for x ^ x 2 ,
To see that (11) cannot hold for all x ^> x 29 set u -f/w. Then u is positive and (12) u'/u -2r + ^~x = ^2 .
It follows from (8) that ([* qdtj ^ -2F(x)\* rdt
for all x ^ ^. By integrating (12) from 0 to x and using this inequality we obtain
For all x greater than some a? 3 
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Moreover, ^ei^O, oo) for each a > 0, since for all sufficiently large x we have from (11) and the assumption on F that
Hence for all sufficiently large x and some positive if, Now choose x 0 so that
On the interval (X, X') the inequality (11) 
2 JT his contradiction completes the proof of the theorem when q $ L^O, oo). Now suppose g e L^O, oo). Then (8) implies that liminf 2 \* rdt/F(x) > 1 .
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Let z be the positive decreasing solution of z" + 2rz' -0 such that s(0) = 1. Then expί -2 I r{u)du) dt .
For all sufficiently large t, [3, p. 359] so that the conclusion is true in this case also and the proof is complete. The hypothesis F'e aF -+ oo for all a > 0 is satisfied, for example, for every positive power of x. For the function F(x) = log (1 + x), corresponding to solutions of the form x~r, it is satisfied only for a > 1. Examples of the form y" -k(l + x)~2y = 0 for small positive k show that in fact the result is no longer true for this choice of F. However a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.2 does yield the following result for gίL^O, oo). COROLLARY 3.3. Let r and q be as in Theorem 2.1 with q g , oo). Let F be an increasing differentiate function such that aF~+ oo as x-+oo for all a greater than some a Q . 7/(8) holds then for all x greater than some x 0 and some β > 0.
As in the previous section we state the condition for exponential decay as a corollary of Theorem 3.2. 
then for the positive decreasing solution y 0 of (3),
then all x greater than some x 0 .
Again it is clear from the constant coefficient case that the exponent is the best possible. To overcome this difficulty we replace qdt by (x\ q 2 dt) .
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There is no advantage in restricting ourselves to nonnegative coefficients, so we state our result in terms of (13) y"-py = 0. ^ y{x) ^ y(xo)e G{x) for all x greater than some x Q .
Proof. By applying the comparison theorem discussed in the introduction to p λ -p, p 2 = I P | it is clear that it suffices to establish (14) (14) follows. The right hand inequality is clear for the decreasing solution and so the proof is complete. 5* Quantitative comparison theorems* We shall now combine the results of § § 2, 3 and 4 to obtain some comparison theorems. Thus let r p ι and p 2 be locally integrable functions on [0, oo) with Ί>2 ^ Pi such that (1) and (2) are nonoscillatory. We wish to obtain a lower bound for the quotient z/y of positive nonprincipal solutions of (1) and (2) and an upper bound for the quotient zJy Q of the positive principal solutions of (1) and (2) for some β > 0 and all x greater than some x 0 . Proof. For the first assertion, set u = z/y. Then u satisfies u" + 2{y'ly)u' -(p 2 -p^)u = 0. For all sufficiently large x it follows from Theorem 4.1 that Γ y'/y dt ^ G{x). Hence
